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  H Y D R A U L I C S   F O R   M O T I O N 

 
Legality Rating awarded to HANSA-TMP 

 
 
Nearly forty years of honest work have been rewarded: HANSA-TMP has confirmed its 
"Legality Rating." This title is issued to companies by the Italian Competition and Market 
Authority that operate in a completely legal and transparent manner. 
 
This is a rare achievement in the landscape of medium-sized companies operating in the 
hydraulic and mechanical manufacturing sector. Our market is very challenging and often 
influenced by irregular and non-transparent behaviors. 
This ethical evaluation system was created to promote correct and honest behaviors in 
accordance with Italian law and is granted by the authority to the most virtuous 
companies. To obtain this recognition, specific integrity requirements are necessary, such 
as the legal status of the company, its shareholders, and its managers who operate within 
it. 
 
The confirmation of the two-star rating is a source of great pride and a testament to the 
ongoing efforts of all the men and women in the company who collaborate daily to 
ensure the success of all our activities. It reflects a governance model structured around 
Corporate and Social Responsibility exercised through certified Quality, Environmental, 
and Anti-Corruption processes recognized by third-party entities. 
 
"Since its foundation, HANSA-TMP has always operated with honesty and integrity. Our 
clients, partners, and collaborators recognize these as fundamental values when 
considering HANSA-TMP as a valuable partner. The company and its staff are proud of 
this recognition and achievement," said Antonio Pecorari, General Manager of HANSA-
TMP srl.  
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